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CLASSICAL HADRODY3JAM1CS APPROACH
TO ULTRARELATIVISTIC HEAVY-JON COLLISIONS

Brian W. Bush, J. Rayford Nix, and Arnold J. Sierk
Theoretical Division, Los Alamoa Naticnal Laboratory

Los Alarnoe, New Mexico S7545, USA

ABSTRACT
We discuss the exact solution of the claasical relativistic equations

of motion for an action corresponding to nucleons interacting with
mamive scalar and vector meson fields. This model—the classicai ana-
logue of the quantum hadrodynarnics of Serot and Walecka-provide.s
a manifestly Lorentz covariont approach to heavy-ion collisions, allows
for nonequilibrium phenomena, interactions of correlated nuckm clus-
ters, and particle production, and is valid when interaction times are
short. We present an analysis of the nonlocality inherent in the model
and discuss effects arising from the finite size of a nucleon.

The conditions found in relativistic heavy-ion collisions occurring at AGS,
CERN, and RHIC energies differ greatly from those necessary for the valid appli-
cation of maet previous approximation methods and models used to describe such
collisions because the interaction time there is extremely short, and the nucleon
mean free path, force range, and internucleon reparation are all comparable in
size.’ Additionally, the de Broglie wavelength of projectile nuckons is sufficient Iy
small that quanta] coherence effects are negligible and the claasical approximate ion
for nuckon trajectories is valid. Classical relativistic tmdrodynamics provides a
natural means for studying many-body collective d.ynarnice which is valid undm
the above conditions.z It automatically includes spacetime nonhxality, retarda-
tion, nomxquilibriurn phenomena, interaction with correlated clustem of nucleons,
and particle production ki a single, unifia! approach, and it avoids the use of a
mean field theory, pert urbation theory, or non-covariant quat ions of motion.

In our contribution to the Seventh Winter Workshop on Nuclear Dynamics2
we presented the equations of motion for point nucleons interacting with mawii 1“(1
w-alar and wctor meson fields and obtbined ~everal numerical solutions. We Iilal ‘t.
Ihree phy&al aasumptionu: ( 1) I.mrcntz invariance, which irwludes energy and
mmmmtum conservation, (2) point nucleons minimally coupled to the meson firltls,
A (3 ) the clamicd approximation.

lime WF generalize the equations of mot ,m to ,ucount for the finite size of {hr
nuclw.m, l}~lt nrglfwting its internal dynamics. .I’he simplest covariant gwwraliza-
f iun I hat haA ltw rorrm t nonrelativist ir and point parlicle limits is
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are the corresponding self-forces. The nucleon four-position, four-velocity, and
four-acceleration are qp(r), VM= dqp/dT, and a“ = dvM/dT; the four-~wctor s~p-

aration is d’ = q~(r) - q“(r - o), with interval s = (9M9W; v’ = V(T - a).

The tensor P@ = g“” - VUVV projects vt-ctors orthogonal to the four-velocity and

9
J4u = diag(l, -1, -1, –1) is the metric. We discussed the valueq of the various

constants of Eqs. (1-3) in Ref. 2. The functions h’(s) and ~(s), as well as the
efFective mass .}l=, depend on the mass density of the nucleon, p(r), through
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h’(,Y) = dh/ds, and h(s) = h’(s) - &n,z J: ds’h(s’).
The nucleon mass density is assumed to have a root-mean-square radil~s of

Itm = 0.862 + 0.012 fm and is very well approximated by the exponential P(r) x
rxp( @ r/ R-).3 For the point particle limit, & + O, we recover the equations
of Ref. 2.

‘~he finite size of the nuckm greatly affects the nature of the nonlocality
present in the equations of motion; in fact, for large enough R-, there is no
preaccekratim and the runaway solutions of the point particle case are absent. IVP
(Icmonstrti this by considering the characteristic equation obtained by assuming

WI rxponeutial growth of the acceleration, a’(7) ~ C’ exp(KT), namely
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v:twre I)w,. = 111V,02+ K~. ‘[’he inverse of K givrs th~ range in propm time of ttw

I}rf’a((’f’l(’ratiollm , ,ns IOIIF M there exi~t Autiomi to Eq. (7) for which the rmd part
of ti is pi)siljivr. rllnaway sollltiowi will f’xi~t, l’igurr I shows that no expimwltially
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Fig. 1. Asymptotic growth range as a function of root-mean-square radius for
an exponential mass density using the Serot-Walecka and Bryan-Scott values for
the coupling constants; a the shaded bar indicates the experimentally determined

proton charge radius.J

growing solutions are present for the experimental value of the proton radius; a
similar situation occurs in the case of classical nonrelativistic electrodyna~ics,q
which is a special case of our theory,

\Ve are currently attempting the exact numerical solution of Eq. (1) at t\GS
tmergiea. Preliminary results indicate that interaction starts much more sharply
than in the point particle case of Ref. 2—confirming our analysis of the charac-
teristic equation —and that peak accelerations are much higher. It remains to
be seen whether or not these accelerations are consistent with our neglect of the
internal dynamics of the nucleon.
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